A B S T R A C T Modernist architecture movement of the buildings in any city
Introduction
Lefkoşa is considered as a modern city because it was affected with European architecture in first of 20 th century. Many modern buildings are built in Lefkoşa in that time. Over time modernist architecture replace with other styles in architecture and modernist elements changed or became meaningless because of another adding elements. Governmental buildings were less affected with these deformations and the modernist architecture appears more than another buildings.
Schools are crucial buildings of a society and indicator of its development. Schools as a building with special character were always one of the most momentous projects for architectural thinking because of their multi functions and elements. The aim of this paper is to explore the modernism movement influence on Educational governmental buildings. The paper tries to evaluate the effects of the modern elements for school buildings design on first half of 20th century. Functionality will be second factor to evaluate the effects of modernism. 
Literature Review 2.1. Modern Architecture History
The term 'Modern' demonstrates combination of functionalism and aesthetic through movements in twentieth century which deny traditional and historical ruling on that period (Robinson, 2003) .
In the first half of 19 th century while, modernism applied in the art and literature, start to refuse religion and history in Enlightenment period. In Europe, one of the most important perspectives of modern movement was criticism of the tradition and religion. In fact, the idea of modernism finds out in renaissance, but become more popular in Enlightenment era. Scientific look forward for future instead of past to improve the society and their life, as a result churches lost their place in society (Zabihi, 2010 1883 -1969 and Le Corbusier in1887-1965 . (Savio, 2006 .
Le Corbusier was one of the Pioneers of the modern movement in 1920's and one of the most famous architects in the history of modern movement. His effects on the architecture as well as on the art continues until today in the world. Chandigarh is one of the remarkable experiences of urban planning in 20 th century. It is only the one in whole urban design of le Corbusier which had been built; also it is the place of many of his significant architectural design. The city of Chandigarh was blooming the modernism architectural movement in all over the India. It became famous for its modern architecture and landscaping. Most of the buildings were designed with cubical form; respect the proportion of human body with building scale and details. The city was combined with several sectors; the area of each sector was 800by 1200 meter (Tungare, 2001) Walter Gropius is another pioneer of modern movement and founder of Bauhaus school of architecture (Amen, 2017) . Impington Village College (1938 College ( -1939 
Elements of Modernism in Architecture
The modern movement elements are: absence of ornament, decorative molding strongly simplified and buildings introduced by simplicity in design. The convergence of touching surfaces between vertical and horizontal are sharp and clear, horizontal and vertical lines create rectangular form for the plans, flat roofs, most of the plans have meandering one story.
Introducing new and modern material and systems such as steel column was using directly as an obvious elements to show the simplicity and functionality, concrete block is used for finishing material, truces with long span steel provide open spaces free from columns, direct solar heating system provide comfortably for occupant. Also traditional materials such as wood, brick and stone are used in building in a simple way to demonstrate the simplicity in modern aesthetic. All the material is stayed with natural character to reflects the honestly of materials. The interrelation between indoor and outdoor explained the transparency of large windows allows visual connection between site with natural landscape and building. The more important element is open plan that provide a big interior space in the building. Shading elements also applied in the building to increase human comfort. The modern building designed efficient (Jones, 2011) .
History of Modern School Design in modern movement period
During 1930's to1940's, many schools were built with the same criteria and methods of design from the last periods, however the interest for the newer models of education were increasing. As much as the tendency was growing, the new 
North Cyprus, Lefkoşa

Ahmet Vural Bahaedden (1927-1993)
During Industrialization and blooming of Modernist movement in the world, local architecture in island also has been affected by this architectural movement. Hence, there are many good samples of modernist architecture in Cyprus which were designed by Cypriot architects of that period. Unfortunately, this condition had left as it was without any research from that period until today in north Cyprus.
Ahmet Vural Behaeddin (1923 Behaeddin ( -1993 was one of the pioneers of modern movement in north
Cyprus which bring about special attention with his works (Celik and Erturk, 2007) . He designed many modern buildings in north Cyprus which most of them is residential buildings, also he has school building (Lefkoşa türk lisesi built in 1962), which today used as high school. The author tried to investigate this building but couldn't find any information source about the school, therefore, the author decides to visit the building in order to analyze the building and draw its plans.
Methodology
Through 
Discussion
Theoretical analysis and critics have been applied on both buildings regarding the uses of modernist character in them. The table shows the comparison between both buildings basis on the similar elements used in the both buildings. 
Conclusion
Lefkoşa as a capital of North Cyprus was one of the modern cities in the beginning of twentieth century. Several modern architectures had been designed by modernist architects that time.
Many buildings changed under the order of clients afterward. Governmental buildings were less affected with these deformations and the modernist architecture were appearing in them more than other buildings. The paper conducted two questions to investigate that; how much modernist architecture elements presence in style of educational buildings in Lefkoşa? How modernist elements were functionally succeeded to be introduced in the design? To evaluate the effects of the modern elements for school buildings design on first half of 20th century in Lefkoşa, the paper conducted comparing method between two modern architectural schools in the city of Lefkoşa.
Identifying the main elements of modernist movement in architecture generally and see how they introduced in the design. The findings demonstrate that there is a clear modernist architecture in educational buildings inside Lefkoşa returns to the era of modernist movement in architecture for the first half of twentieth century. In the same time there are partial defects in respecting the environmental principles in those buildings which could reduce the efficiency of architectural elements in the buildings. As future study the investigation about another type of buildings (residential, commercial or even other governmental buildings) will fortify the findings of this study.
